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Welcome to the warm and toasty journey through the history of central heating! From ancient
ingenuity to modern technology, this timeline will take you through the evolution of the central
heating industry.

Picture this: the cozy embrace of warmth on a chilly winter’s day, the feeling of comfort that
makes a house a home. Central heating, the unsung hero of our modern lives, has been
diligently working behind the scenes to provide us with this comfort for centuries. Join us on
a journey through time as we explore the fascinating history of the central heating industry.

From the ingenious hypocausts of ancient Rome to the cutting-edge, eco-friendly systems of
today, this timeline unveils the evolution of heating technology. It’s a story of human
ingenuity, engineering marvels, and the quest to conquer the cold. So, let’s crank up the heat
and embark on a journey that will warm both your heart and your home.

2000 BCE:
 The ancient Romans are early pioneers of central heating, using a system called a

“hypocaust.” This ingenious method involves heating air in a furnace and then circulating it
through pipes beneath the floors and in the walls of buildings. Walking on heated floors?
That’s luxury! (Source: [HistoryExtra]

1744:
 Benjamin Franklin, the man of many talents, designs the first American stove, known as the

“Franklin Stove.” While not exactly central heating, it’s a step in the right direction. The stove
efficiently warms rooms by radiating heat from its iron body. (Source: [National Park Service]

https://histowiki.com/history/3390/timeline-history-of-the-central-heating-industry/
https://www.historyextra.com/period/roman/roman-central-heating-hypocaust-underfloor
https://www.nps.gov/inde/learn/historyculture/stoves.htm
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1816:
The first recorded use of a hot water heating system in a private home occurs in
Philadelphia. It involves a boiler, pipes, and radiators, a precursor to modern central heating
systems.

1825:
 Pioneering manufacturer American Radiator Company (now part of American Standard) is

founded, contributing to the development of modern heating systems.

1855:
 Russian inventor Franz San Galli patents the first radiator, a key component of central

heating systems. These early radiators are made of cast iron and play a crucial role in
distributing heat throughout buildings. (Source: [San-Galli Radiator]

1917:
 Honeywell, a leader in thermostat technology, is founded, revolutionizing temperature

control.

1930s:
 The forced-air heating system, which uses a furnace to heat air and then circulate it through

ducts, gains popularity. This technology becomes a staple in American homes.

1953:
 Vaillant, a prominent heating technology manufacturer, introduces the first wall-mounted gas

boiler, a game-changer for compact heating.

1967:
 Worcester Bosch, a renowned heating manufacturer, produces its first gas-fired boiler,

shaping the heating industry.

1925:
 Brothers Richard and Donald Rheem founded Rheem Manufacturing Company in

Emeryville, California. Rheem initially created steel drums and other metal products.

2005:
 Rheem, a prominent central heating manufacturer, introduces a groundbreaking high-

efficiency gas furnace, setting a new standard for energy-efficient heating. This innovation
revolutionizes the industry and provides homeowners with more cost-effective and eco-
friendly heating options.

2011:
 Nest, a smart thermostat pioneer, is founded, ushering in a new era of home climate control.

https://www.sangalli.com/
https://www.honeywell.com/us/en
https://www.worcester-bosch.co.uk/about
https://www.rheem.com/
https://maps.app.goo.gl/nFVGJQKvwtgzSm1cA
https://store.google.com/us/product/nest_thermostat
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As we move forward, the central heating industry is poised to further embrace renewable
energy sources like solar and wind, making our homes warmer while keeping the planet
cooler.

From the ancient Romans’ hypocausts to the smart heating systems of today, central heating
has come a long way, providing us with warmth and comfort through the ages. Who knows
what exciting innovations the future holds for keeping our homes cozy?

About This Timeline’s Curator:

William Monk is VP of an HVAC company in Los Angeles, Service Genius Air Conditioning
and Heating. He is an authoritative source for current technology in the HVAC industry, and
is very active in the Simi Valley/Thousand Oaks/Malibu/North-West Los Angeles area.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hnyILbf_kQE
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https://servicegenius.com/
https://youtu.be/hnyILbf_kQE

